MEMORANDUM

DATE: July 31, 2019

TO: Ken Potter, Ghader M A S B Alemtairy

FROM: Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board (FWA00000572, expires January 29, 2021)

PROTOCOL TITLE: Instructional Considerations to Promote Technology Integration Skills Transfer from Instructional Technology Courses at Kuwait University into Classroom Teaching: A Design and Development Study

IRB NUMBER: 19-612

Dear Investigator(s):

RE: Protocol Transfer to Biomedical Research Alliance of New York (BRANY) IRB for Review

The Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board (IRB) office screened this protocol and determined that it is ready for transfer to Biomedical Research Alliance of New York (BRANY) IRB for review.

Our expectation is that you will submit this protocol within the next two weeks in order to ensure a timely review by the BRANY IRB. If our office has not received a notice from BRANY regarding your submission, you will receive reminder notices.

Please visit the following website* for information on the BRANY submission process:

https://internal.research.vt.edu/sirc/hrpp/brany-transfer

(*VT PID access is required)

ATTENTION:

* Ken Potter MUST BE LISTED AS THE PI ON THE BRANY IRB SUBMISSION.

* This letter DOES NOT imply IRB approval. Study activities are not allowed to begin until BRANY has completed their review.

*Special instructions, if any, are included on the top of the next page.
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* Date this proposal number was compared, assessed as not requiring comparison, or comparison information was revised.

If this protocol is to cover any other grant proposals, please contact the HRPP office (irb@vt.edu) immediately.

**PERSONNEL:**

Ken Potter, Ghader M A S B Alemtairy